
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

 Assetto Corsa PRO software with BPS track and 
  car models   
  £2,575 +VAT

 Triple screen 32” gaming monitors with stand   
 £955 +VAT 
 D-Box Gen3 4250i four point actuator kit    
 £9,999 +VAT
 VBOX sim pack with capture card     
 £900 +VAT
 2 year extended warranty      
 £955 +VAT

Custom Built
Professional Grade

Race Simulator



FEATURES:

 Bespoke powder-coated steel frame
 BespokeBPS  carbon fibre  two-pedal box – electric adjustment

 Simucube 2 PRO steering motor
 Precision SIM GPX steering wheel
 BPS Blade carbon seat
 Samsung 49” curved gaming monitor

 High specification gaming computer
 Speaker system
 Sennheiser PC373D 7.1 headset
 Installation and delivery (UK only)
 12 month BPS warranty and telephone support

PRICE: FROM £22,750 SRP inc. VAT OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

 Assetto Corsa PRO software with BPS track and car models 
 

 

 Triple screen 32” gaming monitors with stand 

 

 D-Box Gen3 4250i four point actuator kit 

 

 VBOX sim pack with capture card 

 

 Extended warranty  

 

BLADE RACE SIMULATOR

 

BLADE is a custom designed and built race simulator for the home user who requires the 
benefits of a professional grade simulator, but not the cost or space requirements demanded 
by a bespoke sim. Built on a specially commissioned, rigid, powder-coated steel frame, Blade 
boasts a custom designed BPS carbon, two-pedal box with electric fore/aft adjustment and a 
bespoke BPS carbon race seat, for the ultimate in feel and responsiveness.

SUCCESS THROUGH SIMULATION

Base Performance Simulators (BPS) is one of the UK’s leading simulation companies, led by three-time 
Le Mans winning Aston Martin factory driver, Darren Turner. BPS use their knowledge and experience of
professional simulation and racing to create bespoke simulators for racing teams, professional drivers, and
amateur enthusiasts.

Blade features a Precision Sim GPX Steering Wheel and runs a professional steering motor from Simucube; the 
Simucube 2 PRO provides 25nm of torque for the most realistic steering feel in simulation.

For sound and vision, Blade is supplied with a speaker system and Sennheiser headset as standard, plus a single 49” 
curved high-resolution monitor with 120hz refresh rate, which creates a fully immersive driving experience.

Interested parties are welcome to visit AWE HQ in Epsom, or Base 
Performances facility near Banbury in Oxfordshire where you can 

see the BLADE simulator in action. By appointment only - Please 
contact AWE sales to book or to chat to one of the team.


